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Key Poll Findings 
The latest polling conducted by Remington Research Group reveals Jim Lamon’s continued surge and 
now clear status as the frontrunner in the Republican Primary Election for United States Senate in 
Arizona. The poll, commissioned by the Lamon campaign, shows Lamon’s growth in both image and 
ballot share from our prior survey, completed in mid-February.  
 
Lamon continues to enjoy the most favorable image of all candidates in race and is steadily growing his 

ballot lead over the field. Additionally, voters continue to view him as the most credible candidate on 

both border security and election integrity.  

 

Ballot: 
Data shows Lamon enjoys a higher ballot share than any other candidate in the Republican Primary.  
 
Brnovich, the next closest candidate has fallen 12-points behind Lamon. Blake Masters continues to lose 
ballot share and is now in a distant third place, at 9%. With over one-third of the electorate still 
undecided, Lamon still has plenty of room to continue to grow his ballot share momentum in the next 
few months leading up to the election.  
 
Jim Lamon: 32%  
Blake Masters: 9% 
Mark Brnovich: 20%  
Mick McGuire: 3%  
Justin Olson: 2%  
Undecided: 35% 
 

Images: 
Lamon has the highest favorable image. Lamon’s net image jumped more than any other candidate: +10 
points (from net +20% favorable in the February poll to net +30% in April).  
 
Additionally, Lamon continues to thrive with conservative voters. The more conservative a Republican 
Primary voter is, the more likely they are to view Lamon favorably. 51% of self-identified “very 
conservative” voters view Lamon favorably.  
 

Q: What is your opinion of Jim 
Lamon? 
 
Favorable: 42%  
Unfavorable: 12%  
No opinion: 45%  
Lamon NET: +30% FAVORABLE 
 

Q: What is your opinion of Blake 
Masters? 
 
Favorable: 26%  
Unfavorable: 13%  
No opinion: 61%  
Masters NET: +13% FAVORABLE 
 

Q: What is your opinion of Mark 
Brnovich? 
 
Favorable: 39%  
Unfavorable: 23%  
No opinion: 38%  
Brnovich NET+ +16% FAVORAB

Issue Credibility: 
Voters were again asked which candidate they find to be the most credible on two leading issues: 
border security and election integrity. Lamon continues to garner the most credibility among Republican  
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Primary voters on these issue topics – in fact, voter’s intensity of trusting Lamon has grown significantly 
since February. 

Q: When thinking about illegal immigration and the crisis at the border, which of the following candidates do you 
trust the most to fight to control and secure our southern border? 
 
Jim Lamon: 29%  
Blake Masters: 9%  
Mark Brnovich: 16%  
Mick McGuire: 3%  
Justin Olson: 1%  
Not sure: 42%  
 
Q: And which of the following candidates do you believe has the most credibility on election integrity and will fight 
the most aggressively to ensure our elections are fair and secure? 
 
Jim Lamon: 25%  
Blake Masters: 8%  
Mark Brnovich: 20%  
Mick McGuire: 2%  
Justin Olson: 1%  
Not sure: 44%  
 

Conclusion: 
While our survey shows the largest lead yet for Lamon, this is the second poll in as many weeks that 
shows Lamon with a statistically significant lead over Brnovich and Masters in a distant third place. 
 

 
 
Methodology & About RRG:  
The mixed-mode survey was conducted April 5 through April 6, 2022. 1,126 likely 2022 Republican 
Primary Election voters participated in the survey. Survey weighted to match expected turnout 
demographics for the 2022 Republican Primary Election. Margin of Error is +/-3.4% with a 95% level of 
confidence. Totals do not always equal 100% due to rounding.  
 
To learn more about RRG and our methodology, please visit: RemingtonResearchGroup.com 
 

A brand new poll from Remington Research—highly respected—has just come out, and in Ohio, we are 
four points up. -President Donald J. Trump 

https://youtu.be/RMkHTItleYY
https://youtu.be/RMkHTItleYY

